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Governments that are committed to 
get a truly 360-degree view to their 

ecosystems to produce more 
innovative businesses

Our market



The Problem
Cities and countries today are working harder and harder to enable economic growth, by 
increasing entrepreneurship and innovation. And by attracting international talent and 
investments. It is key to measure and understand how to generate more innovative 
businesses and by utilising data coming from different parties. For proper 
decision-making, ecosystem orchestration and development. To gain real ecosystem 
intelligence, it is fully dependent on the level of ecosystem interoperability. However, 
existing solutions are failing in this, due to mainly three factors: 

1 2 3Limited View Low Scalability Vendor Lock-ins
Focusing only on specific 
ecosystem functions: 
community-based, 
startups-investors, etc.

Manual information 
aggregation, upkeep and 
data collection efforts, 
with limited connectivity. 
Unable to see the unseen

No real independence or 
ownership to regions for 
local ecosystem 
development needs.



We focus on removing these limitations.

Startup Commons is the only solution with holistic approach by design for 
innovation entrepreneurship ecosystems. Startup Commons enhances 
ecosystem orchestration by aggregating and distributing data from startups 
and entrepreneurs real interactions with different ecosystem actors. And 
then transforming this data into real-time and ongoing insights using Machine 
Learning and AI that is based on combined expertise in startups and digital.



ANSWERS 
FOR YOUR STARTUP ECOSYSTEM



Our Solution
Start with one challenge (use case) at a time. This defines your requirements; Ie., what 
data must we capture and aggregate, and where to distribute the insights, to make 
biggest impact?

Data 
Modeling

Workflows and 
Processes

APIs, Data Hub 
& core services 

(identity, 
access and 
consent)

Digital 
Services

end to end

Implement with existing/new ecosystemOS ‘open source’ -building blocks

For Startups

For Support 
Organisations

For Ecosystem 
Builders



Defines data and how it is structured. Enables 
interoperability between applications and 
facilitates interaction between designers, 
developers and end users. Improves data 
quality & reusability.

Reusable open source building 
blocks and example apps & 
layouts for building rich, 
interactive UIs with good UX.

Direct impact on usage and 
adoption due common and open 
standard documentation.

Provide endpoints to enable 
interoperability between any 

ecosystem applications. 
To create, exchange and consume 

data.

Generate matching, automation, 
answers and new information at 
scale, that is impossible or costly 

to produce manually.

Ecosystem level digital identities for 
individuals and entities to access and interact 

with ecosystem applications & consent data 
sharing & portability.

Machine 
Learning 

Algorithms

Connected 
Data Hubs

Ecosystem 
User/Team
Accounts

Common 
APIs

UI 
Component

Library

Open 
Standard 

Data Model

Building 
Blocks



Building ecosystem connectivity 
“like playing with LEGO’s” 



Comparing Ecosystem Solutions
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Ecosystem
Intelligence

Ecosystem 
Connectedness

Processed 
Data

Research and 
SurveysRaw 

Data

Factual, transaction 
& activity data

Information
Mapping, Aggregation 

and Rankings

Knowledge

Intelligence

Data sharing, 
integration and 

distribution

Ecosystem 
InsightsGood overview 

of many things

Answers:
What is happening?
Why did it happen? 

What is happening now? 
What might happen? 

What is likely to happen?
Identifying 

parts

Holistic

Researching ReflectionsApply

Connecting 
parts

Facts Insights



It’s not about Startup Commons 
VS. other solutions...

 
It’s about all solutions working together, faster 
and smarter to create the full picture at scale.



Selection, Internship & Career 
opportunities



For Highly Motivated 
people wanting to work 

internationally in complex 
environments

Innovation Digital

Entrepreneurship

Create 
Value

Scale
Value

Capture
Value

Business
Model



Who should 
apply

● University students
● Thesis workers
● Freelancers 
● Others



Roles ● Data Modellers
● UI/UX Designers
● Visual Designers
● Front-end developers
● ML & AI developers
● Technical documenters
● Growth Hackers
● Video content creator
● Sales
● PR & Communications



Personas
● Highly motivated
● Entrepreneurial
● Looking for hard & complex 

challenges
● Global mindset
● Making impact
● Looking for International 

experience 
● Digital nomads 
● ‘Digital first’ working 

environment
● Latest tools and 

technologies



The process

Filtering by 
Challenge

Adopting and 
Learning

Sharing and 
Supporting

Job 
Promotion

1 2 3 4



Filtering by Challenge

● Initial skills and attitude assessment
● Initial challenge assigned to be resolved in 1-2 weeks for 

qualifying



Adopting and Learning

● Start of the internship: in-person and/or remotely
● Onboarding activities
● First evaluation after two weeks to adjust intern ‘skills to 

tasks’ for proper challenge & learning path
● Midpoint evaluation for reflection, progress and learning 

curve assessment 



Additional Sharing and Supporting

● In addition to continuing on own tasks, to start sharing own 
accumulated knowledge to other interns

● Support and in some cases manage new interns
● Finalising & documenting open tasks
● Final Evaluation and Feedback

 



Job Promotion for qualified talent

● Option to join the pool of talents for promotion
○ Extending internship for building portfolio, gain more 

experience and improve skills
○ Taking part in paid customer projects
○ Global promotion and matching with real demands 

coming from our global partner network 
(https://www.startupcommons.org/international-talents.
html)

 



Internship Journey  by Startup Commons is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International License. Please share and help spread the knowledge.

http://www.startupcommons.org/startup-key-stages.html
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/


Startup Commons 
Internship Funnel



245 
applicants

31
qualified

5 
performing
beyond
average

26
completed



Testimonials



Meet Fakhri…
UI/UX Designer
London

“My internship with Startup Commons  went by 
really fast since I was surrounded by a great team 
and interesting projects. It was challenging in a 
good way, since I learned a lot of new practical UX 
skills, which I would have never had a chance to 
practice on my own. Feedback from senior 
employees was a huge help in my learning process 
and I felt supported all the way throughout the 
internship.”



Meet Theresa…
UI/UX Designer
Indonesia

“Amazing work environment. I have learned a lot, 
about the design principle, presentation and 
communication, also more fluent on using Figma. 
The team is really supportive and make me want to 
grow better and better on my career as UI/UX 
Designer. Open minded, great talent, supportive, 
really good people and work. Thank you very much 
for the great opportunity which really help me on 
my UI/UX Design career. Success for Startup 
Commons!”



Meet Konstantinos…
Machine Learning Developer
Athens

“I'm not sure if I can describe with words this amazing experience 
that I had while working in Startup Commons! From the first minute 
the leadership team made me feel really comfortable with them and 
I got the feeling that I was free to ask whatever question I had in 
mind! Everyone was also there to provide with support and guidance 
whenever was needed. A lot of freedom was given to us to explore 
different solutions and approaches on various problems and this 
helped me a lot to understand how to deal with problems with no 
obvious solution. The team of Startup Commons is consisted from 
people from every part of the globe. Everyone is welcoming and 
willing to work with you to advance and to increase together your 
knowledge. The team meetings are a really good way to get to 
know each other and see the work that everybody is doing to keep 
your motivated.”



Meet Dawn…
UI/UX Designer
California

“I enjoyed working with the team at Startup 
Commons very much. They provided me with just 
the right mix of guidance and freedom to explore 
new ideas. The leadership team was always 
available to answer questions and give me 
feedback on my designs. I learned a lot! If you’re 
just starting your internship with Startup 
Commons, make use of the slack channel and feel 
free to reach out to anyone/everyone to make the 
most of your learning experience with Startup 
Commons. Have fun!!!”



Building real solutions 
for our customers



Ecosystem mapping application
prototype

(Demo on our Youtube Channel)

https://youtu.be/rcsCFau0NfQ




Automated ‘startup development phases’ 
-labelling for startup events with machine 

learning model

(Demo on our Youtube Channel)

https://youtu.be/awx_ngA3ZxQ




How to apply



Open 
application



Looking for 
Startup Team 

Internship 
Pilots

● Matching Startup Commons 
validated business ideas with an 
entrepreneurial team (designers, 
developers and biz dev)

● Minimum 6 months
● Outcome

○ Full startup journey experience 
(team validation, business 
model creation, product 
creation and validation)

○ 10% likelihood to make it 
succeed

○ Ownership to operate the 

business in your country 



Guest Intern



Meet Gabby…
Machine Learning Engineer
Turkey



Q & A



Thank you - info@startupcommons.org


